


The 3 Blends is completely uncommon. As a barber shop 
pole,  it 's  shape is really exclusive.  A smooth Corona cap 
that tapers into a beautiful boxed press foot .  The Corona 
cap makes the cigar easy on the mouth, while the boxed 
press intensif ies the smoke and the flavors.  You have 
never seen or smoked anything quite l ike it .

Flavor Notes:  Flavor starts off  peppery,  but moves swiftly 
to a sweet,  dried f ruit .  Followed by a creamy, sweet 
smoke.

Vitolas:  Toro 6 x 54

THREE BLENDS

Wrapper:
Ecuador,  Connecticut , 
Pennsylvania

Binder:  Nicaragua

Fil lers:  Nicaragua, Connecticut



Strong pepper f lavors run throughout the cigar, 
with an earthy tone of raisin,  molasses and 
spiced peanuts.  These bold f lavors are f inished 
by the f inal taste of sweet bread.

Flavor Notes:  pepper,  chocolate,  spice,  nuts,  toast

Vitolas:  Toro 6 x 54

Fil lers:
Nicaragua, 
Pennsylvania

Wrapper:
Pennsylvania  

Binder:
Mexico

412



Unusual spice/peppery notes blended with the
traditional creamy, buttery f lavors of a Connecticut 
wrapper.  For those that enjoy a mild cigar,  but also
want a l itt le bit more then the normal Connecticut
blend. Woodsy and toffee notes make this an 
excellent accompaniment for morning coffee

Flavor Notes:  Buttery,  Spicy,  Peppery,  Sweet Hay, Toffee

Vitolas: 
Robusto 5 x 50, Toro 6 x 50, Torpedo 6 1/4 x 52, 
Gran Toro 6 x 60

TORCH CONNECTICUT

Wrapper:  Ecuador

Binder:  Indonesian

Fil ler :  Nicaraguan



Savory spice in a mild to medium cigar.  Enjoy earthy 
barnyard notes then f ruity sweetness,  with a red 
pepper spiciness throughout the stick.  The earthy 
f lavor continues to the last puff.  Overall ,  lots of great 
tastes f rom a beautiful pigtailed cigar

Flavor Notes:  Red pepper,  Earthy,  Raisin,  Floral ,  Cedar

Vitolas: 
Robusto 5 x 50, Toro 6 x 50, Torpedo 6 1/4 x 52, 
Gran Toro 6 x 60

Wrapper:  Ecuador

Binder:  Nicaragua

Fil ler :  Nicaragua

TORCH HABANO



Enjoy smooth and subtle chocolate notes with a 
creamy overture throughout the stick.  The smooth
 flavor continues to the last puff.  Discover a 
Bold Maduro as smooth as they come.

Flavor Notes:  Chocolate,  Earthy,  Peanut,  Cream

Vitolas: 
Robusto 5 x 50, Toro 6 x 50, Torpedo 6 1/4 x 52, 
Gran Toro 6 x 60

Wrapper:  Mexico

Binder:  Nicaragua

Fil ler :  Nicaragua

TORCH MADURO



Brazil ian Arapiraca Maduro adds a sweet leathery tang, 
while the Dominicano Oler,  tobacco native to the D.R. 
adds a potent aroma that promise to make your mouth
 just water.  Adding in f i l lers f rom around South America 
& the Dominican Republic rounds out this complex,  but 
medium bodied stick.

Flavor Notes:  Leather,  Clove, Sweet Hay, Creamy, Chocolate

Vitolas:  Toro Length: 6" Gauge 52

Wrapper:  Brazil

Binder:  Nicaragua

Fil ler :  Nicaragua, 
Dominican Republic ,  
Pennsylvania

VERITAS


